Sun Catcher

Working in the garden can be a great family activity. To add to the fun, enjoy this easy craft that uses some of the left over garden trimmings to make a sun catcher! It is sure to liven up your window!

What you will need:

- Paper plate
- Peel and stick, clear contact paper
- Flowers, leaves, and other trimmings from the garden
- Scissors
- Hole punch
- Yarn or string

Work together to:

- Create a frame by cutting out the inner circle of a paper plate, leaving only the outer rim.
- Trace the inside of the paper plate on the backside of the contact paper.
- Cut out the contact paper circle about 1 inch wider than the traced circle.
- Peel off the backing, and set it on the table — sticky side up.
- Place the paper plate frame onto the contact paper and carefully press down to make sure the contact paper is stuck to the back of the frame.
- Place the different garden trimmings of flowers, buds, and leaves down onto the sticky contact paper, inside the paper plate frame.
- When you are done, use the circle cut-out to trace another circle of contact paper.
- Peel off the backing of the second circle and place it over the paper plate frame — sticky side to sticky side.
- Press down on the contact paper, sealing in the flowers.
- Use the hole punch to create a hole in the frame.
- Attach a length of yarn, and hang the sun catcher in a window.

We want to share your sun catcher!
Post to your social media and tag us at treepeople_org #greenquarantine